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We talk about The 
Fashion of Counter 
Culture, Obsession,  
Style and Place with 
the UK’s leading dead 
stock specialist.
T R A I N E R S
S N E A K E R S 




Whatever you call your 
footwear, there is a 
particular tribe who are 
obsessive about theirs.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Love them or hate them, 
trainers are a huge part of 
todays global fashion industry, 
now tipped to be worth a 
projected $95.14 billion dollar 
business by 2025, nearly 
doubling from its $55 billion 
dollar valuation in 2016. The 
high end brands have moved 
in on the action created by 
the original Terrace Casuals.
Kindly supported by Liverpool School of Art & Design, Liverpool John Moores University.  This poster-zine has not been validated or authorised by any brand. The views expressed are those of the 
respective contributors and are not necessarily shared by Liverpool John Moores University or its staff. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this poster-zine, 
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SoleZine is a new 
project dedicated to 
recording trainer culture 
This ongoing project starts with My Mersey Paradise, as 
we start to create an archive of stories from you. 
From the football terraces to the city suburbs, we’re 
digitally recording artefacts, collecting photography, 
interviewing and documenting other clobber that 
informed the Terrace Casuals movement and beyond 
to highlight impact and significance of menswear and 
regional identity starting with Liverpool.
The Casuals have transitioned deeply into global mens’ 
fashion culture and psyche.  We’re interested in the OG 
and the new emerging style codes. So, if you have a story 
of a Samba, Mamba, Bamba or Kick, or even a Trimm 
Trab, Forest Hills or SL we’d love to hear from you.
Get in touch via instagram @sole_magazine
“Not for everyone, but the 
design details in this shoe are 




“The first few pairs to arrive 
in Liverpool back from trips 
to Germany in ’83-’84. People 
asking to buy them off my 




“It all started with a Kick 




“The comfy little flat.”
#adidas Brussel 
@dokeyp 
“Something that was a popular 
choice for Liverpool lads in 
the early 80’s. Not considered 
special at the time, but super 
soft and now super rare.”
#adidas Zelda
@vintage_trainer_repairs68
“19 years old on the dole, my 
love of trainees and fashion 
brought me up Slater Street.”
#adidas Trimm Trab 
@TrimmTrabTales
Liverpool has fashion deeply 
rooted in its identity. 
The Terrace Casuals were 
born in the late 70’s on the 
terraces of Anfield and Goodison. 
This British Subculture went on 
to influence modern menswear 
as we know it today. Arguably 
it provided the first accessible 
space where the working-class 
man could engage with fashion 
in a positive format.
* www.fashionista.com/2019/03/sneaker-industry-market-trends-2019
*
